The ordinary (holomorphic) N = 2 Wess-Zumino model in supersymmetric quantum mechanics is extended to the case where the superpotential V(z) is a meromorphic function on CU{ CO}. The extended model is analyzed in a mathematically rigorous way. Self-adjoint extensions and the essential self-adjointness of the supercharges are discussed. The supersymmetric Hamiltonian defined by one of the self-adjoint extensions of the supercharges has no fermionic zero-energy states ("vanishing theorem"). It is proven that if V(z) has only one pole at z = 0 in @, then the supercharges are essentially self-adjoint on Cc (IX*\ {O};c") . The special case where V(z) = ;lz-P (#+I&Q=\{O]) is analyzed in detail to prove the following facts: (i) the number of the bosonic zero-energy ground state(s) is equal top -1; (ii) the supercharges are not Fredholm.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the ordinary (holomorphic) N = 2 Wess-Zumino' (WZ) model in supersymmetric quantum mechanics (SSQML'4 which describes the interaction between a complex bosonic degree of freedom, denoted by z&, and two fermionic degrees of freedom, the superpotential V(z) is a polynomial ofz. It has been proven' on this model that there exist no fermionic zero-energy states ("vanishing theorem") and the number of the bosonic zero-energy ground state(s) is equal to deg V -1. Moreover, in the case where deg V>3, the structure of the degenerate ground states has been discussed. 3V4 In Ref. 2 the N = 2 WZ model has been extended to the case where the superpotential V(z) is a nonpolynomial holomorphic function; in particular, it has been shown that in the case V(z) = ~e"'(/l~Q;\ {O],a > 0:const ) , there exist infinitely many bosonic zero-energy ground states.
It is interesting (at least from a mathematical point of view) to see what happens if the superpotential V(z) is a meromorphic function. This is the basic motivation of this paper. This namely leads us to consider the N = 2 WZ model with a meromorphic superpotential, which may be called the meromorphic WZ model. Generally speaking, in constructing a SSQM model in a mathematically rigorous way, one first defines the supercharges of the model on a suitable dense domain in the Hilbert space of state vectors for the model and then has to prove the (essential) self-adjointness of them. This can be easily done in the case of the aforementioned holomorphic WZ model.'~2 In the case of the meromorphic WZ model, however, this is not so obvious, because the Dirac type operators representing the supercharges of the model are singular in the sense that their potentials have singularities and hence one must be careful about defining them properly; it is nontrivial whether the supercharges are essentially self-adjoint on suitable regular domains. This requires us to consider the problem on self-adjoint extensions of the supercharges.
The outline of the present paper is as follows. In Sec. II we define the N = 2 WZ model with a meromorphic superpotential V(z) on CU{ CO]. The Hilbert space of the state vectors for the model is realized as L ' ( !R2;c4), the Hilbert space of C4-valued square integrable functions on !R'. Let P be the set of the poles of V(z) in Q=. We first construct two self-adjoint extentions of one of the supercharges restricted to C; (C\P,@"), the space of C4-valued C "-functions with compact support in C\P. We show that the vanishing theorem holds for the supersymmetric (SUSY) Hamiltonian defined by one of the self-adjoint supercharges. Then we discuss the problem of the essential self-adjointness of the SUSY Hamiltonian and the supercharges. In particular, we prove that if V(z) has only one pole at z = 0 in G [z : co may be a pole of V(z) 1, then the SUSY Hamiltonian and the supercharges are essentially self-adjoint on C ; (a= \ {O];c4 ) .
In Sec. III we analyze in detail the meromorphic WZ model with V(z) = il /z?(A&\{0),p~N).
Weshow that, in this case, a symmetry group acts on the quantum system under consideration. A structure similar to this appears in the case of the holomorphic WZ model with V(z) = /2zP (see Ref. 3) . We prove that the number of the bosonic zero-energy ground state(s) is equal top -1 and clarify the structure of the ground state(s) .
It is known that the supercharges of the holomorphic WZ model with a polynomial superpotential are Fredholm. ' In the last section we examine whether the meromorphic WZ model has this property. But the result is negative. We prove that the supercharges of the WZ model dih sussed in Sec. III are not Fredholm.
II. THE N=2 WZ MODEL WITH A MEROMORPHIC SUPERPOTENTIAL
In this section we define the N = 2 WZ model with a meromorphic superpotential and discuss general aspects of it. The Hilbert space of state vectors for the model is given by which is decomposed as m,ndWJ(O). If there exists a function f,,,d, , ',, (a) where d = a /dz and 2 = d /dz*. We remark that the meromorphic WZ model under consideration also has two supercharges as in the case of the holomorphic WZ model,i4 but, in the present paper, we consider only one of them. Arguments similar to those given below apply to the other supercharge as well. In general, the supercharge(s) of a mod$ in SSQM should be self-adjoint. *-' As is seen from ( 2.1) , (2 is an operator of Dirac type v$th a singular potential. This makes it nontrivial whether & is (essentially) self-adjoint. A natural regular domain for Q is C; ( @C4 ) , where fl = C\Ca,lf= '. We first construct two self-adjoint extensions of the operator Q, = 2 1 C;(fk;C4).
(2.
2)
The problem of the essential self-adjointness of Q, will be discussed in Sec. II C. We shall denote by D(A) the domain of the operator A. In general, we shall denote by ( *,a) inner product (linear in the second variable) and by 11. [f norm.
Lemma 2. I: The adjoint Q *_ of Q _ is given as follows:
(2.6) ProoR Let M be the set given by the right-hand side of (2.5). Let (f,s)ED(Q% ). Then there exists a vector (v&EL *(Rz;C2) such that for all u,wC;(fi), (2.7) which is equivalent to the equation hd + (4~) = ctxm+a4 -&% + i(av>*t.+,~,egm(i2). It is easy to see that i(S')f * -q*d ,', (0). Hence, Bg* exists and -Bg*=i(av)f*-p.
Taking the complex conjugate of this equation, we obtain
Similarly, taking II = 0 in (2.8) implies that zf exists and Bf-t-i(at3g=gd2(11p2). Let ( fTg)EM and set
Then, 77,&X *( R2) and (2.7) holds for all u,v&," (0). This implies that (fg)Eo(Q% ). Proofi The self-adjointness of Q is obvious. We see from (2.1)-(2.3) and (2.6) that Q= Q, on C,"(fl;G4), which implies that Q is an extension of Q,. 
14) on C; ( R;c2). Therefore, H * are a self-adjoint extension of a two-dimensional Schrijdinger operator with a matrix-valued singular potential, respectively. We can construct another self-adjoint extension of Q,, . Let
(2.15) with D(Q+ ) = C;(fi;G').
(2.16) Then, in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3: The operator Q T is given as follows: Note that ilag, ii2 = -k,Jag,) = dciia,g, ii2 + iia,g, iI5
Hence, it follows that gED( D, ) n D( D,, ) and
where D, (resp. Dy ) is the generalized derivative in direction x (resp. y). This, together with the fact gd, 2( R'), implies that g = 0. Similarly we can show that f = 0. Thus (2.18) follows. (ii) Every (A -ig)EKer H, is in C"(R;6*) and satisfies ( -aJ+ pvl2)f-t (avqcav, -Gf=o, Since ldV12, (a2V)(aV) -I, and (a*V*)(%*) -I are in C -(a), it follows from elliptic regularity (e.g., Sec. IX.6 in (ii) The operator Q,, is essentially self-adjoint on every core of N.
Proofi (i) The assertion about H _ is easily proven. Let
Then we have from (2. on C; (n;@?) and H is essentially self-adjoint on C; ( R;C4) by part (i), we can apply Lemma 2.10 with T = Q, and D = C; ( R;C4) to obtain the desired result. w When is the assumption of Theorem 2.11 satisfied? In the present paper we give an answer to the question only in a special case.
Theorem 2.12: Consider the case where V(z) has only onepoleatz= OinC [z= CO maybeapoleof V(z)].ThenL is essentially self-adjoint on CT ( R2\ CO]> and the conclusion of Theorem 2.11 holds.
Proofi We have (3.5) (3.6) We prove the following theorem. Theorem 3.2: Let V(z) be given by ( 3.1) . Then the bosonic Hamiltonian H + has exactly p -1 zero-energy ground state(s), i.e., dim Ker H + =dimKerQ*_ =p-1, and, if p)2, then an orthogonal basis of Ker H, ( = Ker Q *_ ) is given by CT,)", = 2; more precisely, for n = L.,P, H, ,n has a unique zero-energy ground state (up to constant multiples), which is given by q, .
Proofi Let p>2. Then, by direct computations using the recursion relation zK:(z) -t-vK,,(z) = -zK,-, (z) and the fact that The following discussions are devoted to the proof of this fact.
By the reducibility of H + to %',, , we have One easily notices that (3.9) is the modified Bessel equation." It is well known that the modified Bessel functions I,,(x) and K,,"(x) form a fundamental system of (3.9). Since
Ivs ( . + 6O.V" const log x asx-+ 0, we see that w(x) with condition (3.10) is a solution to (3.9) if and only if it is a constant multiple of K,,, (x) with WY" < 1, i.e., 2<n<2p.
(3.11) Thus we obtain g = g, (up to constant multiples) with the restriction (3.11). This shows also that, if p = 1, then Ker H, = CO), so that Theorem 3.2 with p = I is proven. By Lemma 2.6(i), Dg must exist and f= -(av)*-lDg,.
By direct computations using ( 3.7)) we can see that with eigenvalue zero. This shows that there exist infinitely many generalized zero-energy eigenstates of H f . This kind of phenomenon, which may be interesting, appears in the N = 2 WZ model with V(z) = A,$' (see Ref. 3) .
(ii) Let
iK<, -nvp (2lh f/rP)eicn-P) ' (3.12) Then one can easily check that for all n&5,
aspartiaE dl@zrential equations in R'\{O). But, for all n&?, Q>,eL '(R2;C2). Hence, each @, is a generalized eigenfunction of H _ with eigenvalue 0, Thus H _ also has infinitely many generalized zero-energy eigenstates.
IV. NON-FREDHOLMNESS OF THE SUPERCHARGE
For a densely defined closed linear operator A from a Hilbert space to another Hilbert space, the analytic index index@ ) of A is defined by index (A ) = dim Ker A -dim Ker A *. It is known that the number of the zero-energy ground state(s) of an SSQM model is related to the analytic index of the supercharges, restricted to the bosonic states or the fermionic ones, of the model. In the case of the meromorphic WZ model discussed in Sec. II, we have, from Theorem 2.5, dim Ker H, =dimKerQ*_ =dimKerQt -dimKerQ-= -index(Q-)* It is well known (e.g., Chap. IV Sec. 5.3 in Ref. 9) that ifA is Fredholm, then index (A) is invariant under compact perturbations relative to A. Therefore, it is interesting to examine whether Q-is Fredholm or not. We prove that, in the case where V(z) is given by (3.1)) Q _ is not Fredholm.
Theorem 4.1: Let Q-be defined by (2.3) with V(z) given by (3.1) . Then Q _ is not Fredholm.
We shall prove that Ran Q-is not closed. Then Theorem 4.1 follows.
Since Ker g _ = CO) as already proved (Theorem 2.5 ), Ran s _ is closed if and only if with some constant c > 0. Hence, to prove the nonclosedness of Ran e _ , we need only to show that there exists a sequence {a,},, CD(Q-) (0, #O) such that IIQ-fL IlWn II -0.
(4.1) The idea to do that is to note that o0 defined by (3.12) is a generalized eigenfunction with eigenvalue zero. We put q(r) =&(21/l I/rP), j=O,l. 
